List of Illustrations

Plates

(Colour)

I   Groups of intersecting humans along with animals in red and dark red. Khanpur (2)

II  Cluster of paintings depicting interposed human and animal figures in dark red. Khanpur (2)

III Flowering and an undeciphered design in red. Abchand (15)

IV  A battle scene in Sichrome (Red and White). Abchand (14)

V   A mat design in green over a red wash. Abchand (16)

VI  A tree with birds sitting on the branches and a deer standing nearby in red. Abchand (16)

VII Superimposition of human and horse riders in ocher over the red washes. Abchand (16)

VIII A ritualistic dancing scene and other human like figures in red. Abchand (13).

IX  A dancing scene with a buffalo standing in the centre in white, shown superimposed over a raw of horse riders in red. Abchand (13).

X   Dancers in a raw in dark red. Abchand (13).

XI  A horse rider facing a soldier in green. Abchand (13).
XII A raw of dancing human figures over a patinated surface in dark red. Abchand (16) (Black and White)

XIII A & B A scene from shelter No. 4 Semra

A. a. An elephant rider in red shown superimposed by a horse in white.
   b. Royal person surrounded by soldiers in red.

B. a. Soldiers shown engaged in fighting in red.
   b. Dancers with a drummer in dark red.

XIV a. A scene from shelter No. 4 Amasoni
   b. A design with double circle divided by triangles in red. Semra (3).

XV a. A figure of a deer in dark red. Bila (7)
   b. A human figure in dark red. Bila (7)

XVI a. A hunting scene in red. Chitauli (1)
   b. Human figures in red. Chitauli (1)

XVII a. An elephant in dark red. Bedwara (4)
   b. An unidentified animal figure in dark red.
      Bedwara (4).